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At the 8th meeting of the INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP Audit in 
Harare in 1999, the Swedish National Audit Office (RRV) accepted to 
conduct a study concerning Communication Security on Internet. The RRV, 
in cooperation with Stockholm University, has carried out such a study 
during 2000-2001. A reference group with members from the SAIs of India, 
UK and Russia has been involved in the project. 

The result of the study is a report and model for auditing communication 
security in the public sector. The model mainly consists of a question 
database containing 15 domains. The report and the question database  
are included in this document. 

After having performed  this study of communication security in the public 
sector and taken account of comments from Committee members on a draft 
report presented at the 10th meeting in Ljubljana this year, we are happy to 
present this report also including suggestions for further actions related to 
communication security. 
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Summary 

 
At the 8th meeting of the INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP Audit in Harare in 1999, 
the Swedish National Audit Office (RRV) accepted an offer to conduct a study concerning 
Communication Security on Internet. One of the reasons for conducting a study in this area 
is that, to support the audit statements that SAIs have to issue, the need to audit the 
authorities’ use of the Internet as a communication carrier of business information has 
increased of late. This is due to the fact that the Internet has become more and more 
common as a means of communication.  
 
The aim of the work that formed the basis for this report has been to create an audit model 
for communication security in the public sector. This model, or “Best Practice”, in the field 
has come to be represented by a question database containing 15 domains dealing with 
communication security. This database allows auditors to search for questions individually 
or by area in order to audit different aspects of communication security, independently of 
technical solution. 
 
The communication security aspects in three existing information security standards – 
ISO / IEC 17799-1, FA22 and PD5000 – have been used to create this model.  
 
The audit model has been tested on three authorities. The conclusions drawn from these 
audits have led to a certain amount of reworking of the model, as well as providing an 
insight into which questions are not applicable as things stand at present, and which 
questions may gain in importance in the near future.  
 
Conclusions: 

• Basic criteria for good communication security, such as a risk analysis and 
documents dealing with policy on information security and policy on e-mail, often 
do not exist or have no official status within the organisation. 

• Information security issues have no obvious place with authority management. 
• The opportunities for secure communication that meet demands concerning 

confidentiality, integrity and accessibility are currently limited, as few authorities 
have tools for authentication, encryption and signing. At present, the use of a Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the closest we can get to communication that meets the 
said demands.  

• More and more authorities will probably choose the Internet as a means of 
communicating information, and this will increase the need for PKI tools. This is 
why the need is also increasing for audit programmes of the type that this project 
has attempted to describe. 

• The Swedish Qualified Electronic Signatures Act, which came into force on 1 
January 2001, will probably prepare the way for the Swedish authorities to create 
solutions for secure Internet communication. 

• None of the three standards forming the basis for this work ������meets the overall 
needs in this area. In other words at least two different standards ought to be 
considered to cover all topics that are of interest when auditing this area. 

• The most detailed standard is PD5000, although this standard primarily seems to 
apply to a future perspective in comparison with the situation with which RRV 
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came into contact in the case studies, on account of the fact that it assumes that the 
authorities are using tools which support authentication, encryption, etc. 

• The modifications that had to be made to the model on the basis of the audits 
carried out meant that greater emphasis had to be placed on policy issues than had 
originally been planned due to the fact that the shortcomings in this area were 
greater than anticipated.  

• Auditing of several of the technical aspects in the model was seen as somewhat 
pointless, as the technical applications commissioned had not been based on 
policies and active decisions on the part of the management. These policies and 
guidelines should constitute perhaps the most important foundation against which 
technical solutions are to be assessed. One of the foundations for a secure 
communication environment vanishes if these controlling documents do not exist. 

 
As a result of discussions in connection with the 10th meeting of the INTOSAI Standing 
Committee on EDP Audit in Ljubljana, May 17th-18th 2001, RRV has tried to point out 
the way in which the model could be further developed. Mainly this consists of a 
stronger focus on risk analysis and risk assessment approached from two different 
angles. First, a connection has been made to the IT Service Management Model 
presented by SAI Norway at the Committee meeting in Ljubljana in May 2001. 
Secondly, a matrix of risks, potential impacts and suggestions for a risk management 
strategy have been added to each of the 15 domains of the question database annexed to 
this report. In the final chapter of the report, a number of suggestions for further studies 
in the area of communication security are included. These suggestions include 
evaluation of the model by other SAIs, developing the model so as to have an even 
stricter risk based approach and further exploration of areas outside the scope of this 
study. 
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1. Background   

 
The use of public networks such as the Internet as a means of communication has become a 
common feature in the public sector. There is great variation in the use of these means of 
communication. Some government authorities and public enterprises use the Internet only 
for communication by e-mail, while others also have websites which contain information 
on the authority and via which, in some cases, visitors may submit and retrieve information 
of a more or less sensitive nature. Depending on how each authority is organised, 
communication between certain authorities’ Local Area Networks (LANs) all over the 
country can take place via the Internet.  
 
At the INTOSAI IT Committee meeting in Harare in 1999, the Swedish National Audit 
Office accepted an offer to conduct a study concerning Communication Security on 
Internet. The result of the study is presented in this report. The aim of our work, which 
formed the basis for the report, has been to create a model for auditing communication 
security in the public sector. 
 
The work has been carried out by Riksrevisionsverket (RRV, the Swedish National Audit 
Office) in co-operation with Stockholm University. Theoretical studies, case studies etc 
presented in chapters 1-7, including the annexed question database, have been carried out 
by Ann-Mari Uddmäre (RRV) and also represents her graduate work at Stockholm 
University. Further development of the report after the 10th meeting of the INTOSAI 
Standing Committee on EDP Audit, has been carried out by Frank Lantz (RRV).  
Bengt E W Andersson (RRV) has contributed to the study throughout the project. 
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2. Scope 

2.1 Aim and objective 
The aim of the work was to create an audit model, “Best Practice”, relating to how SAIs 
can audit authorities in order to determine whether they have reliable control over their data 
communication via the Internet. Depending on the audit responsibilities of various SAIs 
this can be essential to determine if operations have been performed efficiently and in 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations; which in RRV:s case must be stated in 
the audit opinion for each client. 
 
The model has been created without implementing an in-depth analysis of the technical 
aspects of data communication, but with a more fundamental starting point relating to 
which decisions and actions that need to be taken to manage the potential risks surrounding 
electronic communication; i.e. ensuring that communication is secure and reliable. 
 
The model contains a series of questions which are applicable to the auditing of the control 
environment / system for data communication at various types of authorities. It will be 
possible to use this model as a tool to help create specially designed audit programmes 
depending on the type of authority to be audited. 
 
The aspects of data communication of particular importance in the model are as follows: 
 
1. The use of e-mail, both internal and external. This also includes e-mail attachments. 
2. The retrieval / sending of information from / to internal networks by interested parties, 

such as distance workers or auditors. Is sufficient security maintained in the authorities’ 
internal networks, when it comes to external use from these parties? 
 

The model has been created with the aid of the knowledge collated from various security 
standards and experiences from the audits of the Swedish National Audit Office and others.  
 
The model has been developed under the conditions which prevail in Sweden. Although 
our aim was to produce a general model, some parts are affected more than others by 
conditions in Sweden. For this reason, it is important when applying the audit model, that it 
is to adapted to suit the regulations and conditions in force in the environment in which it is 
to be used.  

2.2 Method 
One condition needed to be able to fill the model (and a database) with relevant questions 
is knowledge of the areas of communication, communication protocols, encryption, 
firewalls, security standards, communications technology, operating systems and the 
criteria that apply to administration in the public sector. Knowledge has been collated by 
studying references and standards and by participating in conferences and courses. A 
reference group consisting of the research and development committee at ISACA and staff 
from RRV has also been linked with the project. In addition, the project plan has been 
discussed with SAI India and NAO/UK. This has led to the formulation of a large number 
of audit questions, which are part of the database/model. 
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The model was then tested on three authorities. This test looked at the current use of 
Internet communication, what levels of communication security the authorities had and 
how the authorities had established and decided their current security levels. Furthermore 
we studied how the authorities had ensured that the security level specified would be 
observed and whether the authorities had assessed their vulnerability by means of a risk 
analysis. The authorities were chosen on the basis that the selection should cover various 
types of organisations. Among the factors involved in the selection was to include 
organisations that are centralized vs. decentralized, organisations dealing with sensitive 
information and organisations of different sizes. 
 
Certain changes were made to the audit model after the test. Above all, greater emphasis 
has been placed on questions dealing with the management’s control of the security levels 
concerning communication within the organisation, in the form of internal control 
documents. 
 
The model, and a preliminary version of this report was presented at the 10th Meeting of the 
INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP Audit in Ljubljana, May 17th-18th 2001. 
Discussions during the meeting, as well as suggestions and material from NAO/UK and 
SAI Norway, have served as input for some further development of the model, the result of 
which is presented in chapter 8. The main focus of these additions is on the theme of risk 
assessment and risk management. It should be noted that information presented in chapter 
8.1 was thus not part of the model that was tested during the three audits mentioned above. 
 
As a last step in our work we present some suggestions for further development of the 
model in chapter 8.2. 

2.3 Exclusions  
The following exclusions applied to the work with the audit model: 
 
- The work has not dealt with in-depth technical solutions regarding how communications 
equipment and security mechanisms are rigged, but with security and technical issues on a 
more fundamental level. 
 
- The work has not gone into detail on matters relating to physical security and access- and 
control systems. 
 
- The work has mainly focused on "ad-hoc like" information exchange of as part of the 
daily operations. 
 
- The work has dealt with communication security, in the form of transport security and 
access security, over public networks using Internet technology. Thus communication by 
means of telephone and fax, for example, has not been taken into consideration. 
 
- The work has dealt with data ����	
��� when sending data; that is to say, ensuring that data 
sent is not distorted by the time it is received. The information ������ of the data 
communicated has not been taken into account. 
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3. Communication and security – definition 

 
Security of communication is of the utmost importance if the authorities are to be able to 
use the information that they access via the Internet.  
 
Issues that must be taken into consideration in order to establish good communication 
security include the following:  
• statutory and regulatory requirements for the activities of the authorities. 
• various risks that can apply to the authority, depending on the nature of its operations 

and environment 
• public access to official records and secrecy: depending on how the legislation is 

formulated, it is necessary to decide how the information to be communicated is to be 
dealt with in this respect. 

• good manners, which for example includes appropriate ways of expressing oneself in e-
mail messages.  

• internal policy which regulates, for example, how various types of information are to be 
communicated, who has the right to submit certain types of information, etc.  

• agreements/contracts on how communication is to take place between various parties. 
• planning for continuity and breakdowns which take electronic communication into 

account. 
 
It should be possible to make the following demands of communication, so that 
communication between two parties can be considered to be secure: 
• Non repudiation (prevention of message / file rejection or denial of receipt); it must not 

be possible to subsequently deny the existence of a message.  
• Confidentiality or secrecy: it must not be possible for unauthorised parties to read the 

message on its way between the sender and the recipient. 
• Integrity: the message must not be distorted between sending and receipt. 
• Accessibility: the message must be accessible to the right sender and the right recipient. 
• Authenticity: the message must come from the right sender, who must be able to prove 

that he or she is the person he or she claims to be. 
• Timeliness: the message should be delivered to the recipient within reasonable time 

after it has been sent 
 
These demands must be met to varying degrees in the case of data communication. 
 
Confidentiality, reliability and accessibility in communication are cornerstones which have 
to be in place if authorities are to be able to perform their operations securely. For a SAI to 
be able to submit an audit report, including management statements and auditor certificates, 
the SAI must also be able to audit whether the information administration processes within 
the authority function reliably. This is to ensure that the information on which the SAI 
issues its statement is essentially true. Reliable input to the information processes is 
achieved by means such as good access and transport security when communicating data. 
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4. Important standards in the field of communication 
security 

 
Below is a description of the security standards that have been used as input for the 
building of the audit model. To begin with, it ought to be mentioned that some of the 
standards also cover areas that do not directly affect matters of communication security. 
The parts of the respective standards that do not deal with the subject matter referred to in 
this document have not been taken into account when producing the audit model.  
 
It is important to note that the standards described relate in certain parts to Swedish and 
European conditions and may vary from what is applicable in other countries. It is assumed 
that the auditors using the audit model will have a detailed knowledge of any 
supplementary standards and regulations applicable in the environment in which the audit 
is to be carried out.  
 
For more extensive information about general data communication theory, information is 
available in the training material published on the INTOSAI IT-Committee website 
(http://www.nao.gov.uk/intosai/edp/trainingindex.html), for example in the student notes to 
the modules IT-awareness (chapter 7), IT-controls (chapter 12) and IT-security (chapters 6 
and 8).  

4.1 ISO/IEC 17799 (SS627799) 
ISO/IEC 17799-1 is an international standard for a management system for information 
security, which originates from the British standard BS7799. SS627799 is a Swedish 
version of this standard. 
 
This standard consists of two parts. The first part contains guidelines for the management 
of information security. The second part is a specification for part 1, and it contains more 
detailed descriptions of what the guidelines involve.  

4.2 FA22 
FA22 is a standard prepared by Överstyrelsen för civil beredskap (ÖCB), the Swedish 
Agency for Civil Emergency Planning, on the basis of § 22a in the Standby Ordinance for 
Data Systems Important to Society. The general advice and regulations here are obligatory 
for the Swedish authorities affected by the relevant legislation, but they may also be 
applied to other authorities. 

4.3  BSI-DISC PD 5000  
BSI-DISC PD 5000 is a standard that covers a number of areas, including electronic 
storage, electronic communication, policy on e-mail, and so on. This also includes 
checklists for five different areas (BSI-DISC PD 5000-6:2000): electronic storage, 
electronic communication and policy on e-mail, identity, signature and copyright, the use 
of certification bodies, and the use of trusted third-party archives. 
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5. A model for auditing communication security 

 
This section contains a background description of the audit model. To begin with, it should 
be observed  that some parts of the audit model refer to Swedish legislation that regulates 
what authorities can do in respect of individual citizens. Therefore we would like to stress 
once again, the importance when using the model, of adapting it to suit the unique 
conditions in force in the environment in which it is to be used. 
 
In our work with the audit model, two areas – policies and procedures and encryption – 
have stood out as being of particular importance. Therefore, we will look at these areas 
briefly below. 

5.1 Policies and procedures 
More or less all the questions included in the audit model are based on the fact that policies 
must exist, which regulate the use of various systems and applications in the operations of 
the authorities. It is important that these policies or guidelines be decided at management 
level within the organisation so that they are of sufficiently high status to be observed at all 
levels within the organisation. Established policies and procedures, based on a risk 
analysis, have been considered in this work to be a fundamental factor that must be in place 
in order to be able to carry out an assessment of the security level. From the auditor's point 
of view, the lack of controlling documents is in itself such a shortcoming in our assessment 
of the management’s administration of the operations (which is one of the parts we mention 
in the audit statement), that the question could be raised of the relevance of continuing the 
audit. 
 
In the audit model, we also find recurring the question of documented procedures for 
various processes and work operations in the case of electronic communication. 
Documented procedures serve to make things easier for the users of electronic 
communication systems. In this way, even people who do not use the system frequently can 
remain secure in the knowledge that they are handling the system in a reliable way.  
 
Documented procedures also prevent the organisation from ending up reliant on key 
personnel, a situation which can cause disruption to operations if one or more people leave 
the organisation.  
 
Finally, procedures have to be documented in order to serve as evidence that a message has 
actually been dealt with correctly, and that the identities of the sender and recipient and the 
integrity of the content have been established in a correct, complete manner. In this way, it 
is possible to link a message to a certain individual or organisation and to prove that this 
message is actually genuine. To be able to attain this aim in a secure manner, the 
organisation also has to have adequate physical security as well as a well-organised and 
satisfactory access control system. However, these issues do not lie within the scope of this 
report, but the line of reasoning put forward and the issues dealt with by the audit model 
assume that an acceptable level of security exists in respect of physical and logical access 
to systems and premises. If there is any uncertainty on these points, special audits of these 
should be implemented if so deemed necessary. 
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5.2 Encryption 
Several sections in the audit model contain questions on encryption and the use of PKIs 
(Public Key Infrastructures). Encryption is used to conceal the content of a message so that 
no unauthorised person can read it during transport / transfer from one computer to another.  
 
To encrypt a message, an encryption key is required which works together with a 
mathematical algorithm to replace each character in the message text with another as per 
the pattern in the algorithm. When the recipient wants to read the message, it has to be 
decrypted by running the algorithm backwards. The message then appears in clear 
language.  
 
One method (Figure 1) is known as symmetrical encryption and is based on the concept of 
the encryption key being known only by the sender and the recipient. If the encryption key 
is revealed, unauthorised people can read the message. This encryption technology 
currently requires very long keys. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Encryption

Decryption

Message in
clear

language

˚ ˚ ${[@£$£ 
˚ \]£˚ ˚ {[@

 
 
Figure 1 Symmetrical encryption (Norman 1998) 
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A more secure type of encryption is asymmetrical encryption, which is based on encryption 
and decryption by means of two different keys (Figure 2). The sender encrypts the message 
using a private, secret key, and the recipient decrypts the message using the sender’s public 
key.  
 
The public key may be available from a third party, looked up in a directory or sent to the 
recipient by the sender. Only this unique combination of keys can be used to decrypt the 
message.  
 
 
 

Encryption

Decryption

Message in
clear

language

˚ ˚ ${[@£$£ 
˚ \]£˚ ˚ {[@

A

B

 
 
Figure 2 Asymmetrical encryption (Norman 1998) 

 
 

�����������
PKIs are based on asymmetrical encryption. In other words, there has to be a private, secret 
key and a public one. The private key is – as the name implies – kept private and secret. 
The public key is available to communication partners from a directory. 
 
The PKI solution is based on the fact that there is a trusted third party, known as a 
Certification Authority (CA), which may prepare keys but which primarily guarantees their 
validity and authenticity,. In the case of external communication, the certificate issuer 
should be an independent third party whose task is to administer keys, issue keys, recall 
keys and guarantee the validity of keys. However, organisations may also issue their own 
certificates. 
 
It must be possible for a communication partner to contact the CA in order to check 
whether the other party possesses a valid key, when the certificate was issued and for how 
long it will remain valid. 
The CA issues what is known as a Certificate Policy (CP) in which it describes in detail the 
use of the certificate. The CA also issues what is known as a Certificate Policy Statement 
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(CPS). The CPS describes the CA’s procedure for issuing certificates. Every CA must issue 
a CPS, and this may form the basis for legal agreements. 

5.3 Sections in the audit model 
The audit model is divided into fifteen subsections/domains. This division into subsections 
broadly follows the structures in the standards on which the model is based. The idea is for 
SAIs to be able to select specific elements / areas of the client’s communication security for 
auditing. For this reason there are sometimes a number of similar questions which occur 
under a number of different headings / in a number of different sections in the model.  
 
For each question that is included in the audit carried out by the auditor, the auditor should 
assess whether the answer received is satisfactory or not. These assessments should result 
in a non-conformance report that is then submitted to the client in accordance with the 
procedures of the respective SAIs. The observations should be accompanied by 
recommendations on what action should be taken to improve security in electronic 
communication. 
 
Below are brief descriptions of each section in the audit model. 
 
1. Management system for information security 
This section deals with questions relating to the management’s control and follow-up of 
issues relating to communication and information security in general terms, in the form of 
risk analyses, policies, continuity planning, and so on. These are basic criteria for 
authorities to be able to maintain good security in their communication solutions, and they 
can be said to form part of authorities’ 	���
�������
�����
 
2. Processes and procedures 
Questions relating to work descriptions and the distribution of responsibilities are dealt 
with under this heading, as well as general procedures relating to the use of data 
communication and the use of functions for the compression and encryption of files. 
 
3. Sending electronic documents 
This section contains questions and preparations that should be observed in order to assess 
the level of security when electronic documents are to be communicated to external areas 
by the authority. Questions on compression and encryption, and questions for verifying the 
integrity of the data sent are also dealt with here. 
 
4. Communication 
This section deals with overall questions on the technical environment in which 
communication takes place, such as which communication solution has been selected and 
what protection has been set up in the form of firewalls, etc. The aim of these questions is 
primarily to assess how the authority is able to guarantee continuous operation of its 
communication solution. 
 
5. Receiving electronic documents 
This section contains questions and preparations that should be observed in order to assess 
the level of security when electronic documents are received from external parties. As in 
section 3, questions relating to decryption and data integrity are dealt with here. 
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6. System maintenance 
This section deals with questions concerning the documentation and maintenance of the 
communication system, as well as available logging functions. 
 
7. Security and protection 
The questions in this section relate – among other things – to topics regarding procedures 
for reporting security incidents and how the operating environment for the communication 
system is established. They also establish whether this is in line with the recommendations 
that apply to the solution selected. 
 
8. Contracts 
This section deals with the issue of how contracts are drawn up with other parties in 
communication solutions. This may, for example, be relevant when it comes to solving any 
disputes between parties, and form a basis for which technical solutions should be applied. 
 
9. Third parties 
This deals with the issue of how guidelines, etc. are regulated in cases in which third 
parties are involved in parts of the operation or maintenance of the communication system. 
This may, for example, apply to questions on service level, and to the fact that it must be 
possible to handle data in a manner that ensures that integrity and confidentiality are 
maintained. 
 
10. Standardised documents 
This section deals with the issue of how to verify the integrity and accessibility of the 
templates used for official communication from the authority. 
 
11. Version management 
This section deals with questions concerning how changes and reconfigurations in the 
communication solution can be derived so that it is possible to verify which criteria were in 
force at the time when a specific a specific communication took place. This may be of 
interest from a legal point of view, or for internal checks. 
 
12. Technology 
This section deals with overall questions relating to the network environment in which the 
communication system operates, as well as procedures for the compilation of system 
descriptions and documentation, which help to ensure that continuous operation is 
maintained. Questions on user management, the storage of documents, etc. are also dealt 
with. 
 
13. Audit 
This section deals with questions on how to ensure that a satisfactory audit trail is 
available, such as in the form of logs, and procedures for handling these. This is one 
element that will later make it possible to analyse what actions led to a certain event 
occurring in the system. 
 
14. Processing history 
This section deals with questions on how a satisfactory processing history is maintained in 
the system. This means that it must be possible subsequently to follow the route a 
transaction or case has taken through the communication system. 
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15. E-mail 
This section deals with questions on how the use of e-mail is regulated and monitored, with 
the objective of achieving a level of knowledge within the organisation on what internal 
criteria apply in respect of public access to official records and confidentiality, as well as 
risks that the use of e-mail may entail. 
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6. Experiences from testing the audit model 

 
In this chapter we present the experiences we have made from the case studies where the 
model for auditing communication security was tested. 

6.1 Case studies 
The audit model has been tested by carrying out audits of three Swedish authorities. Below 
are brief descriptions of these authorities. 
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The Migration Board is a central administrative authority for issues relating to migration 
and citizenship in so far as these are not the responsibility of any other authority. 
 
The authority is divided into several parts: its head office is in Norrköping, and it has five 
regional offices throughout the country. This authority employs around 1500 people.     
 
Security issues are dealt with by the executive office, and two people work full-time with 
issues relating to security.  
 
As things stand at present, the Migration Board does not use the Internet as a 
communication carrier for business-critical information between its regional offices. 
Instead, this information is sent over a fixed connection. 
 
The Migration Board itself issues certificates, which means that it is its own Certification 
Authority (CA); that is to say, it issues and assures the quality of the keys used for 
asymmetrical encryption. Any authorities wishing to establish communication with the 
internal systems at the Migration Board have to accept and adopt the CPS, Certification 
Policy Statement, of the Migration Board. In 2001, the Migration Board will be working 
together with a number of other authorities to form a joint intranet for dealing with certain 
joint issues. A PKI solution for which the Migration Board is the CA has been produced for 
this purpose. 
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The Swedish Patent and Registration office (Patent- och Registreringsverket, PRV) is a 
central administrative authority for matters relating to patents, trademarks and surnames 
and first names, and for registration matters relating to limited companies, branch offices 
and European economic interest groups. This authority is also a central administrative 
authority for matters relating to the trade register and register of associations. 
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This authority employs 950 members of staff. The authority is geographically 
decentralised, and a certain number of its staff are distance workers. There are fixed 
connections between offices, as well as to the EPO, the European Patent Office.  
Security work is carried out by the IT council, of which the authority’s deputy director 
general1 is the chairman.  
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The task of the Delegation for Foreign Investments in Sweden (ISA) is to use information 
and contacts to take an active part in helping foreign companies in various forms to invest 
in or join forces with Swedish companies in order to establish new companies and bring 
about new investments in Sweden. 
 
This authority is represented in Sweden and abroad at certain consulates, as well as in 
Japan and the USA. The ISA employs 19 members of staff and a number of staff on a per-
project basis. 

 

6.2 Results of the case studies 
In this section we will present the general results of the audits carried out, as well as a brief 
summary of the reports issued to the authorities audited. 
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• Limitations in standards 
In our opinion PD5000 assumes that some kind of PKI solution or similar has been 
installed. The questions based on this standard are formulated in a way that can seemingly 
only be answered satisfactorily by organisations that have tools for signing, authentication 
and encryption. This means that the standard is only partly applicable in organisations that 
do not have this type of tool. ISO/IEC 17799-1 and FA22 are not specifically aimed at 
communication security issues, and thus do not cover all aspects that are of interest.  
 

• PKIs and e-mail systems  
It is not possible to authenticate the sender and recipient of electronic communication 
without a PKI. The most common e-mail systems provide no support for authentication 
without adding electronic signatures. This means that many of the questions in the model 
are not really relevant to authorities that do not have a working PKI solution.  
 

                                                 
1 The deputy director general is a deputy to the director general, approximately at the level of deputy 
managing director. 
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• Secure communication demands identical levels of security  
The potential problem with a national CA and a national certificate hierarchy or a major 
hierarchy of any kind is how to bring about a uniform level of security for all the 
organisations in the hierarchy. For instance, how is it possible to persuade a smaller 
company to accept and build up the same level of security as that demanded by the banking 
and finance sector, for example? 
 
Authentication and identification of users and documents presupposes that both the 
communicating parties have PKI solutions, which are compatible with one another. In 
practice, national CAs are needed which can guarantee the users’ certificates. In Sweden, 
this may be the result of the Digital Signatures Act that came into force on 1 January 2001. 
 
Cross-certification between organisations which act as their own CAs can work if they 
decide that they can trust one another. In practice, the communicating organisations should 
have equally stringent demands on security in their respective policies on information 
security. They do not both have to have the same technical solution installed, as long as the 
solutions they do have are compatible with one another. Cross-certification with other 
organisations allows the authorities themselves to ensure that the parties with which they 
are communicating maintain acceptable levels of security.  
 
• No use of encryption in e-mail! 
None of the three authorities audited admits to communicating business-critical or sensitive 
information by e-mail. Nevertheless, if the organisations were to want to protect their e-
mail communication, which in certain circumstances they no doubt should do, they are able 
to supplement their existing e-mail systems with encryption products such as PGP (Pretty 
Good Privacy) or PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail). None of the authorities audited has 
chosen to do this. It should also be noted that PEM or PGP solutions demand that both 
sender and recipient have the same tool in order to be able to read messages. 
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Following the three audits where the model was tested, written reports were sent to two of 
the three authorities involved. These are the most significant findings that were reported: 
 
In the view of the auditor, only one of the three authorities audited met the basic 
requirements in the audit model for communication security in the form of procedure and 
control documents established by the management, such as an established policy on 
information security. A certain amount of basic information existed in one case, but this 
had not been decided upon at management level and had no official status within the 
organisation. Foundations, such as a risk analysis, for creating meaningful policies were 
not present. 
 
Only one of the three authorities audited is currently using some kind of encryption and 
PKI solution for its operations. As work on further developing this solution was in 
progress, it was recommended that once the audit had been carried out, a second audit 
should be carried out once supplementary parts of the PKI solution had been 
commissioned. 
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One of the authorities audited had no logging of incoming and outgoing e-mail traffic. 
Furthermore, at one of the audits, basic shortcomings in the operating environment were 
noted, such as in the form of protecting the computer hall from unauthorised access. 
 
Finally, we reported on shortcomings in – or a lack of – continuity planning at the 
authorities. 
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7 Conclusions 

 
In this section, we will implement a discussion on the basis of the shortcomings of a 
general nature identified while work progressed. 
 
The conclusions drawn from the case studies do not so much concern security aspects in 
the actual communication systems and communication sessions, but rather more basic 
issues, namely the lack of policy documentation and guidelines for electronic 
communication.  
 
If the basic criteria in the form of policies and guidelines do not exist or are not met, an 
assessment of the observations made in the more technical field is difficult to make. This is 
due to the fact that comparisons cannot be made with the documents that should form the 
basis from which the technical solutions are applied, namely controlling and policy 
documents established by the management.  
 
Work on communication security has to start by setting up the objectives of IT security and 
security in communication. In order to connect these objectives to the overall objectives of 
the operations, it is essential that a proper investigation has been performed of the nature of 
the operations, and the environment in which they are performed, including the various 
risks the business faces in its different processes. Only once this has been done is it 
possible to check whether the control elements in the communication system are adequate 
for the actual operation being audited. 

7.1 Need for an extended risk analysis 
One basic criterion for security work is that an analysis must have been carried out of the 
authorities operations and its environment. The security level within the organisation 
should be set on the basis of the potential threats indicated by the risk analysis. Our 
recommendation is that this risk analysis should also include a risk analysis relating to 
information assets and data communication and result in action being implemented in order 
to safeguard such assets and communication.   

7.2 Policy on information security 
It is important for the issues relating to communication- and information security to be 
given sufficient attention by the management and to be controlled by the same.  
Two of the three authorities audited in the case studies had no established policy on 
security. However, they may have an informal policy on security that is based on accepted 
practice and common sense. SAIs should not accept informal policies on security. Instead, 
it is recommended that their policies on security be written down and established by the 
management. 
 
A policy on information security must contain a clear indication from the management of 
the aims of the said management as regards the policy. 
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The policy on information security should include a policy on the secure handling of e-
mail, if this does not exist as a separate document.  
The IS policy and policy on e-mail should be implemented and communicated in such a 
way that staff do not feel insulted or under suspicion. Staff must feel that they have clear, 
obvious guidelines on the rules that apply when using the resources of their employer. This 
will facilitate their work and reduce the risk of errors, both intentional and accidental. 
Giving staff an active part to play in information security work will make them feel a sense 
of responsibility for the resources of the organisation. 

7.3 Public Key Infrastructure 
The Internet protocol is commonly used, and other protocols that exist for data 
communication can, as a rule, communicate with the Internet protocol. Therefore, using the 
Internet for communication is an efficient, cost-effective way for government bodies to 
communicate. The alternative method currently employed for communicating business-
critical information uses fixed, encrypted connections.  
 
However, the Internet protocol does have shortcomings, which have to be compensated for 
in order to meet the demands on government bodies in respect of confidentiality, integrity 
and accessibility. The only way of doing this is to use PKI tools and to become part of an 
organisation or network in which communication is based on a PKI, which is something 
that few authorities currently do. As far as communication by e-mail and the option of 
attaching documents of a sensitive nature to messages are concerned, PKI is the only 
possibility by means of which this can be done reliably. 
 
To avoid each authority coming up with its own communication solutions, it is important to 
discuss the option of introducing a government standard to which all authorities may 
subscribe. Otherwise, there is a risk that we will see the rise of many different security 
solutions which are not compatible with one another, the occurrence of compromises of 
security and, not least, the spending of huge sums of money on development and evaluation 
in a situation in which attempts should be made to find cost-effective solutions. The 
solution closest at hand is the one that involves using the infrastructure which is already 
available all over the world: the Internet. 
 
It will never be possible to achieve 100 per cent security. Instead, it is a matter of risk 
management: organisations need to determine which risks they are prepared to take with 
their information.  

7.4 ISO/IEC 17799-1, PD5000, FA22 
Neither ISO/IEC 17799:1 nor FA22 are particularly detailed in respect of communication 
in general and e-mail communication in particular. PD5000 is a Best Practice for 
communication solutions and their legal aspects. The communication sections are 
applicable to the fullest extent only in cases in which the organisation being audited has a 
tool for and a communication infrastructure that supports strong authentication, signing and 
encryption: in other words, a PKI solution. 
 
As far as generalists are concerned, standards like FA22 and ISO/IEC 17799 do not 
provide enough guidance. Experience of the field of information security is required in 
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order to be able to formulate audit programmes with questions that can give answers to the 
question of whether the control objectives set up by the standards are being met. PD5000 
contains complete checklists, thereby giving the auditor some more help.  
 
The standards are appropriate for auditors to use as a yardstick depicting the best-case 
scenarios, but at the same time it is necessary to realise what the standard assumes about 
the authority’s infrastructure. Quite simply, it is not possible to meet all the auditing 
objectives if the authority has not built up its information infrastructure on the basis of 
ideas similar to those depicted in the standards. 
 
In such cases, SAIs should recommend to the authorities that they consider an appropriate 
standard and work towards constructing a management system for information security.  
 
The primary objective of such work does not necessarily have to be to gain accreditation in 
accordance with the standard, but to use it as a tool for organising and protecting 
information assets. At a later stage, the organisation can then opt for accreditation in 
accordance with a standard in order to gain a mark of quality along the lines of the other 
ISO accreditations that exist for quality management systems and environmental 
management systems. If, at that point, the organisation is already adapted to an  
accreditation standard, it is already halfway there.  
 
The database belonging to this report contains questions of a general nature and can be 
used irrespective of the technical solution used for data communication. Some questions 
assume that the authority has a PKI solution or similar, but there are also questions that are 
generally applicable to more or less all audit subjects. 
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8. Additional development of the audit model 

 
As mentioned in sector 2.2, the audit model has been developed further as a result of 
discussions during the 10th meeting of the INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP Audit. 
As noted in sector 7.1, findings from the case studies included the need for extended risk 
analysis on behalf the authorities we audit. Since the issues of risk analysis and risk 
management were also central to the suggestions RRV received to improve the model 
during the Committee meeting, RRV decided to take a few steps in pointing out the way in 
which the audit model can be further developed. Two alternative ways of further 
developing the model has been approached. The first consists of applying the IT Service 
Management Model presented in SAI Norway’s report “Auditing IT Service Management” 
(which was presented during 10th meeting of the INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP 
Audit) to the model developed in this report. The second way deals with connecting to the 
model, preliminary matrixes of risks, potential impacts and risk management strategies for 
each of the 15 domains presented in 5.3. However, neither of these approaches has been 
empirically tested in case studies, and as a result makes no claim to fully cover all areas of 
interest concerning risk management in the area of communication security. This chapter 
should thus be seen only as a first step for further development of a thorough model for 
auditing communication security.  

8.1 Risk management�
Any communication system, e.g. e-mail, is, in various ways, exposed to risks which could 
lead to a situation where the communication system in not able to give requested 
contribution to the agency’s business. In order to obtain efficiency (in the client’s case 
efficient operations, in the auditor’s case efficient use of audit resources) it is essential both 
to the clients, and to the auditor, to focus on areas of high risk, or rather areas where the 
risk could lead to a severe impact for the organization audited. To help the auditor focus 
more closely on these issues two steps have been taken.  
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Norway’s report “Auditing IT Service Management” (which was presented during the 10th 
meeting of the INTOSAI Standing Committee on EDP Audit) to the model developed in 
this report. There are several reasons for applying the IT Service Management Model to the 
model and the result of RRV’s study. Primarily it further increases the focus on 
management responsibility in IT and communication issues. It also gives us a chance to 
obtain synergy effects between INTOSAI projects.  
 
In the IT Service Management Model there are six main areas dealing with various IT-
activities. Please note that slight terminological changes have been made compared to the 
original model: 
 

• Necessary strategies and policies for IT-based communication systems 
 

• Developing, running, maintaining, delivering and supporting an IT-based 
communication system  
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• External demands and requirements, from Parliament, the Government and various 
organisations, on IT-based communication systems 

 
• The user’s interaction with the IT-based communication system 

 
• Consequences from IT-based communication systems on society, citizens and 

organisations. 
 
A seventh area, the Entity area, is also presented in the model. This area can be seen as a 
representation of the interaction between the other six areas in the model, or rather the 
management’s responsibility for managing the activities in the other six areas. 
 
In the sectors 8.1.1-8.1.7 a short description of each area is included. To illustrate the 
connection between the IT Service Management Model and the model developed in this 
report, each of the 15 domains presented in chapter 5 has been applied to one of the areas in 
the IT Service Management Model.  
 
'��������������,. to increase focus on the assessment of various risks and their potential 
impact, each domain presented in chapter 5 has also been connected to a matrix description 
of: 
 

• risks that could occur in situations pertaining to the respective domains, and which 
could affect the possibility of reaching management- or business objectives 

• the possible impact if risks mentioned above are not managed 
• strategies/measures that could be taken to manage the risks. 

 
Some risks are common in the sense that they apply not only to several domains in the 
audit programme, but also to an organisation’s overall IT-operations; other risks are more 
or less specific for a single domain. Please note that one risk can also be connected to 
several of the listed impacts and vice versa. The same applies for the relation between a 
domain and an area in the IT Service Management Model; certain domains can relate to 
more than one area in the model. For practical reasons, however, we have chosen to apply 
each domain to only one area in the IT Service Management Model.  
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The Entity area reflects the Top Management’s responsibility for managing the entity of  - 
and interaction between - the other areas in the IT Service Management Model. The main 
risk in this area would best be described as not being able to manage the entity of IT-based 
communication systems, which could affect the organisation’s ability of achieving 
organisational objectives. In this chapter we have chosen not to apply a domain to this area, 
but rather to apply each domain to one of the operational areas in sections 8.1.2-8.1.7.  
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This area deals with the operational strategies and policies that are considered necessary to 
run the IT-based communication systems in order to support business strategy and 
organisational objectives: 
 

• Work description 
• Distribution of responsibilities 

 
 
Domain relevant to this area is: 
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Questions relating to work descriptions and the distribution of responsibilities are dealt 
with under this heading, as well as general procedures relating to the use of data 
communication and the use of functions for the compression and encryption of files. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGY 
Procedures for data 
communication has not been 
documented  
Procedures for data 
communication has not been 
communicated to all relevant 
personnel 
Procedures are not updated 
regularly 
Roles and responsibilities are 
not clearly defined 
Implementation of 
procedures are not performed 
in accordance with 
organisation policies 
 

All relevant security activities 
are not performed 
Procedures do not match  the 
organisation’s need for security 
measures 
Security measures are not cost 
effective 

A policy/standard should be 
implemented for documenting 
procedures for data communication. 
The policy should also include 
routines for reviewing and updating 
procedures, as well as a strategy for 
communicating procedures to all 
relevant parties. 
A periodic review, or audit, should 
be performed to ensure that 
procedures and routines are 
followed. 
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This area deals with the part of IT-based communication systems that is related to the IT-
departments’ delivery of communication systems, for example: 
 

• Communication solutions and communication protection 
• Reporting security incidents 
• Establishing the communication system environment 
• Documentation and maintenance of the communication system 
• Logging functions 
• Level of security in communications (sending, receiving) 
• Verifying the circumstances in a specific communication  
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Domains relevant to this area are: 
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This section deals with overall questions on the technical environment in which 
communication takes place, such as which communication solution has been selected and 
what protection has been set up in the form of firewalls, etc. The aim of these questions is 
primarily to assess how the authority is able to guarantee continuous operation of its 
communication solution. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Insufficient analysis of the 
demands on the 
communication environment 
of the organisation 
Security settings applied to 
the technical solution are 
insufficient 
 
 

The technical solution does not 
match the actual demands of 
the organisation 
Continuous operations can not 
be performed (loss of service 
availability) 
Potential loss of data 
confidentiality or integrity 
Information does not reach 
intended recipient 
Loss of credibility 

Procurement and implementation of 
technical solutions should be based on 
an organisational review and risk 
analysis.  
Depending on the nature of the 
operations, implementing other 
communication methods than the 
Internet should be considered (for 
example VAN) 
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The questions in this section relate – among other things – to topics regarding procedures 
for reporting security incidents and how the operating environment for the communication 
system is established. They also establish whether this is in line with the recommendations 
that apply to the solution selected. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Analysis of operating 
environment within the 
organisation is insufficient 
Operating environment of 
the communication system is 
not in line with the vendor’s 
recommendations  
Procedures for log-analysis 
are insufficient or irrelevant 
Procedures for reporting 
security incidents are not 
established 
 

Full system functionality can 
not be obtained 
Security breaches may occur 
due to poor system 
implementation 
All security incidents are not 
reported and followed up on 
 

A policy/standard should be 
implemented for documenting 
procedures for data communication, 
based on an organisational review and 
risk analysis. 
Risk based procedures for analysing 
system logs should be implemented. 
Procedures for reporting all security 
incidents should be established. 

 

�

�
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This section deals with questions concerning the documentation and maintenance of the 
communication system, as well as available logging functions. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
A relevant system 
maintenance schedule is not 
implemented 
Procedures for system 
maintenance have not been 
documented 
System maintenance is not 
logged 

Service availability is not 
adequate 
Loss of credibility 
Unauthorised changes to 
system and security settings 
Loss of information 
confidentiality 

Documentation of system maintenance 
procedures should be implemented to 
ensure that service is performed in 
accordance with vendor’s 
recommendations. 
Logs of system maintenance access to 
the communication system should be 
followed up regularly, to ensure that 
security is not compromised 
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This section contains questions and preparations, which should be observed in order to 
assess the level of security when electronic documents are to be communicated to external 
areas by the authority. Questions concerning compression and encryption, and questions 
for verifying the integrity of the data sent are also dealt with here. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Insufficient analysis of the 
demands on the 
communication environment 
of the organisation  
Procedures for secure data 
communication have not 
been documented 
Implementation of 
procedures and activities are 
not performed in accordance 
with organisation policies 
Procedures for data 
communication have not 
been communicated to all 
relevant personnel 

Unauthorized disclosure or 
manipulation of data, which 
can lead to loss of 
confidence or even legal 
impacts. 
Data does not reach intended 
recipient 
Security measures are not 
cost effective 
All relevant security 
activities are not performed 
 

A policy/standard should be 
implemented for documenting 
procedures for data communication, 
based on an organisational review and 
risk analysis. The policy should also 
include routines for reviewing and 
updating procedures, as well as a 
strategy for communicating procedures 
to all relevant parties. 
Depending on the nature of the 
operations, implementing other 
communication methods than the 
Internet should be considered (for 
example VAN) 
A periodic review, or audit, should be 
performed to ensure that procedures and 
routines are followed. 
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This section contains questions and preparations that should be observed in order to assess 
the level of security when electronic documents are received from external parties. As in 
section 3, questions relating to decryption and data integrity are dealt with here. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGY 
Insufficient analysis of the 
demands on the 
communication environment 
of the organisation  
Procedures for secure data 
communication have not 
been documented 
Implementation of 
procedures and activities are 
not performed in accordance 
with organisation policies 
Procedures for data 
communication have not 
been communicated to all 
relevant personnel 

Unauthorized disclosure or 
manipulation of data, which 
can lead to loss of 
confidence or even legal 
impacts. 
Security measures are not 
cost effective 
All relevant security 
activities are not performed 
 

A policy/standard should be 
implemented for 
documenting procedures for 
data communication, based 
on an organisational review 
and risk analysis. The policy 
should also include routines 
for reviewing and updating 
procedures, as well as a 
strategy for communicating 
procedures to all relevant 
parties. 
A periodic review, or audit, 
should be performed to 
ensure that procedures and 
routines are followed. 
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This section deals with questions on how changes and reconfigurations in the 
communication solution can be derived so that it is possible to verify which criteria were in 
force at the time when a specific a specific communication took place. This may be of 
interest from a legal point of view, or for internal checks. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGY 
There are no routines for 
change management in the 
communication environment 

Criteria in force at the time 
when a specific a specific 
communication took place 
cannot be established 
 

Procedures for change and 
version management should 
be established 

�
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This area deals with organisational, financial, humanly and technological support in order 
to make IT-based communication systems contribute as planned to business objectives: 
 

• The network environment in which the communication systems operates 
• Third parties’ involvement in communication systems 
• Contracts drawn up with other parties. 

 
 
Domains relevant to this area are: 
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This section deals with overall questions relating to the network environment in which the 
communication system operates, as well as procedures for the compilation of system 
descriptions and documentation, which help to ensure that continuous operation is 
maintained. Questions on user management, the storage of documents, etc. are also dealt 
with. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
System descriptions and 
documentation are not 
complete or up to date 
Routines for logging and 
analysing logs are not 
implemented 
Routines for authentication 
and access controls are not 
correctly implemented 
Control of the network 
environment is insufficient 

Detection and correction of 
errors and malfunction are 
difficult 
Abnormal usage patterns or 
access attempts are not 
discovered 
Chances of preventing 
unnecessary downtime are 
reduced 

Standards for producing, reviewing 
and updating system documentation 
should be established 
Risk based procedures for analysing 
system logs should be implemented. 
Procedures for implementing and 
reviewing network controls should be 
established. 
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This deals with the issue of how guidelines, etc. are regulated in cases in which third 
parties are involved in parts of the operation or maintenance of the communication system. 
This may, for example, apply to questions on service level, and to the fact that it must be 
possible to handle data in a manner that ensures that integrity and confidentiality are 
maintained. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Service agreement does not 
cover all relevant aspects 
concerning operation and/or 
service  
 

Third party supplier fail to 
accept responsibility 
Potential loss of 
confidentiality, integrity or 
availability of data and 
services 
No legal protection if third 
party fails to deliver services 
 

Service requirements should be 
established in contract 
All contracts are subject to legal review 
before being signed 
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This section deals with the issue of how contracts are drawn up with other parties in 
communication solutions. This may, for example, be relevant when it comes to solving any 
disputes between parties, and form a basis for which technical solutions should be applied. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
The contract does not cover 
all relevant aspects of a 
communication agreement 
 
 

Communication failure due 
to non-compatible 
installations etc  
Potential loss of 
confidentiality, integrity or 
availability of data, with the 
risk of resulting legal claims.  
Loss of credibility 
 

All contracts are subject to technical and 
legal review before being signed 
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This area is focused upon the authority’s obligation and need to assess, adopt and 
implement external demands and formal regulations in the process of development, 
maintenance and running of IT-based communication systems: 
 

• Basic criteria, demands and requirements for a good communication and 
communication systems. 
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Domain relevant to this area is: 

,������6�����8������	2	�����1����1������	���1��2�

This section deals with questions relating to the management’s control and follow-up of 
issues relating to communication and information security in general terms, in the form of 
risk analyses, policies, continuity planning, and so on. These are basic criteria for 
authorities to be able to maintain good security in their communication solutions, and they 
can be said to form part of authorities’ 	���
�������
�����
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Poor management awareness 
of IS-security issues  
Policies and procedures are 
not updated regularly 
Organisation’s stance on IS-
security issues is not known 
among employees 
A proper risk assessment, 
based on the organisation’s 
environment, has not been 
performed 
 
 

All relevant areas of risk are 
not considered by 
management 
Reduced efficiency and cost-
effectiveness in IS-
operations 
Policies are not relevant to 
current environment 
Policies are not effected 
throughout the organisation. 
IT-security organisation is 
not organised to deal with 
security risks efficiently 
Potential loss of 
confidentiality, integrity or 
availability of sensitive data 

An IT-strategy and an IT-policy should be 
created, based on the overall business plan 
and the business objectives. 
Procedures should be implemented for 
continuous review and updating of 
policies, procedures and organisation. 
A risk analysis should be performed, 
taking its basis in an overall review of the 
organisation and it’s environment. 

 
 

/������-�����
5������
�������#���������- 2�������**��������������*��
 
This area focus on the user’s meeting with the IT-based communication systems delivered. 
The user concept encompass both internal and external users of communication systems. In 
the context of managing this area, there is a need for focusing on accessibility of services 
and the user’s participation in delivery/receipt of communication messages: 
 

• Regulating and monitoring e-mail traffic and related objectives 
• Official communication 
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Domains relevant to this area are: 

,������.6��+�����

This section deals with questions on how the use of e-mail is regulated and monitored, with 
the objective of achieving a level of knowledge within the organisation on what internal 
criteria apply in respect of public access to official records and confidentiality, as well as 
risks that the use of e-mail may entail. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
E-mail policy is insufficient 
or not implemented 
Extensive private usage of 
company e-mail 
 
 

Increased risk of virus or 
spam intrusions 
Legal demands are not met, 
for example public 
information contained in e-
mails are not registered 
properly 
The organisation’s 
credibility is reduced by 
abuse of company e-mail 

An e-mail policy should be created, 
which covers among other things: use 
of acknowledgement functions, private 
use of company e-mail, risks involved 
in using e-mail (virus, spam etc). 

 

,������/6�������1��	����������	�

This section deals with the issue of how to verify the integrity and accessibility of the 
templates used for official communication from the authority. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Layout standards for official 
communication from the 
authority are not 
implemented 

Loss of credibility 
Concerns could be raised 
about official status of 
documents etc that are 
communicated 
 

Policy and procedures should be 
implemented for communicating 
official documents; including who is 
authorised to official communication 

 
 

/���6��7������������%��- 2�������**��������������*������������.�����8����
�����
	������������
  
This area deals with consequences of IT-based communication systems on society, citizens 
and organisations. This means focusing on the needs of any person or organisation 
influenced by the communication system, rather than focusing on convenience for 
government departments: 
 

• Audit trails in communication systems 
• Processing communication history  
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Domains relevant to this area are: 

,�������6�������

This section deals with questions on how to ensure that a satisfactory audit trail is 
available, such as in the form of logs, and procedures for handling these. This is one 
element that will later make it possible to analyse what actions led to a certain event 
occurring in the system. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Routines for producing a 
sufficient audit trail are not 
implemented 
Integrity of the audit trail is 
not secured 
Routines for analysing logs 
are not implemented 
 

Essential information is not 
recorded in the audit trail, or 
is lost/over written.  
Essential information cannot 
be traced through the audit 
trail, or is not reliable 
Abnormal usage patterns or 
access attempts are not 
discovered 
 

The inclusion of a sufficient audit trail 
should be addressed in the early stages 
of designing or procuring systems. 
Routines should be established to 
ensure that the audit trail is not 
impaired by upgrades/changes in the 
system, and that the audit trail cannot 
be manipulated 
Risk based procedures for analysing 
system logs should be implemented 

 
 
 

,������ 6�-1��		��8���	�12�

This section deals with questions on how a satisfactory processing history is maintained in 
the system. This means that it must be possible to subsequently follow the route a 
transaction or case has taken through the communication system. 
 
 
RISK IMPACT RISK MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGY 
Routines for producing a 
sufficient audit trail and 
processing history are not 
implemented 

Ability to perform follow-up 
controls are limited 
Legal demands on 
processing history cannot be 
met 
 

The inclusion of a sufficient 
audit trail and processing 
history should be addressed 
in the early stages of 
designing or procuring 
systems. 
Routines should be 
established to ensure that the 
audit trail is not impaired by 
upgrades/changes in the 
system, and that the audit 
trail cannot be manipulated 
Risk based procedures for 
analysing system logs should 
be implemented 
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8.2 Suggestions for further use and development  
of the audit model 

 
We hope that this report will help the reader to gain additional knowledge on the topic of 
communication security, to conduct a general discussion in this problem area and assess 
and report on shortcomings in communication security, irrespective of technical solution. 
However, in several aspects, we would like to see this report as a starting point for further 
activities concerning audit of communication security. 
 
As has been pointed out earlier in this report, our aim has been to produce a general model 
for auditing communication security. However, there is a risk that having been developed 
in a Swedish environment influences the model. Therefore we think it would be useful if 
the model was tested, evaluated and possibly further developed by other SAIs, in order to 
ensure that it is reasonably applicable for other SAIs.  
 
Also, the audit model in its present state has not been empirically tested applying the risk 
based approach as presented in section 8.1, and as a result we can give no assurance that all 
relevant risk aspects have been covered in the tables in 8.1.2-8.1.7. Further testing and 
development of the risk based approach to auditing communication security and of the 
audit model should be considered. 
 
Applying the IT Service Management Model to the communication security model of this 
report, points to a need for further development concerning some areas. For example, the 
IT Service Management Model areas concerning External demands and User interaction 
need be investigated to make sure that all relevant aspects have been covered. 
 
Finally, there are some questions concerning communication security on the Internet that 
has not been covered in this report. We have been limited to three case studies; the 
selection criteria for these studies have been presented in chapter 2.2. This limitation and 
the scope of the project mean that certain types of organisations and electronic 
communication have not been subject to testing through the case studies. An example of an 
area that ought to be further explored is the control of electronic trading/EDI in public 
authorities.  
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This audit programme deals with a number of different aspects of 
security in respect of data communication within organisations. For 
each question, the auditor should carry out an assessment of whether 
the client meets the demands that should be made, identify any 
shortcomings and formulate recommendations for improvements. 
 
The audit programme is divided into a number of sections. The idea  
is for the auditor to be able to select specific elements / areas of the 
client’s communication security for audit and then use only the 
relevant sections in the audit programme. For this reason there are  
a number of similar questions which occur under a number of different 
headings / in a number of different sections in the document. 
 
It should be observed that some parts of the audit programme refer  
to Swedish legislation etc. Therefore we would like to stress the 
importance, when using the model, of adapting it to suit the unique 
conditions in force in the environment in which it is to be used. 
 
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the audit programme largely 
deals with technical matters, which is why we recommend that the 
auditors who will be using it should have a good knowledge of IT. 
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�
��������
������
���
	������	��
�����	��


�����	�����	�����	�����	����������
�
�����������	�
�������
Does a policy on information security exist which has been 
documented and approved by the authority’s management, and does 
this policy comply with laws and regulations and reflect the objectives 
of the management in respect of IT security in a clear manner? Have 
all staff within the organisation been informed of this policy?  
 
�������������
����������
Is the policy on information security reviewed regularly within the 
organisation and updated in order to keep it current?  
 
������������������������������������
Is information classified, and are the associated security measures 
implemented on the basis of the needs of the organisation as regards 
gaining or restricting access to information?  
 
�������������������
Do all employees, including third-party users, receive user-specific, 
regularly updated information about the guidelines and procedures of 
the organisation?  
 
������������������	�
Is it clear from the policy who is responsible for information security? 
 
���� ������������!������	����������������������	�
Does the policy on information security deal with the following areas?  
1. A definition of information security, its general objectives and 
scope 
2. A statement on the management's overall ambition concerning 
security issues, which supports the objectives and principles of 
information security 
3. A brief description of general policy on security, principles, 
guidelines and observance requirements of particular importance to 
the organisation, such as: 
· observance of laws, regulations, agreements and other external 
security requirements; 
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· requirement for training in security; 
· anti-virus protection and protection against other harmful software; 
· breakdown plan for the activities  
· consequences of disregarding the policy on security  
4. A definition of responsibilities for information security, including 
the reporting of incidents  
5. References to other controlling documentation and security 
regulations that have to be observed.  
 
����"�#�����������������������
Does the policy on information security include – in a structured, clear 
manner – responsibilities and the use of e-mail and other electronic 
forms of communication, or are these regulated in a separate 
document? 
 
����$�%��������
Do the managers of the organisation ensure that all procedures in their 
respective areas of responsibility are executed correctly, and are 
efforts made to ensure that guidelines and standards are observed? 
 
����&�'����������	��������
Do rules exist for dealing with situations in which employees have 
contravened the organisation’s policy on security or security 
procedures? 

������������������
�
���������(�����	��������!���������!��
)����	�������
Has the organisation evaluated the security risks that would occur if a 
third party were to gain access to information? Have appropriate 
checks and measures been introduced?  
 
���������(�����������	�������������!�������
Has the authority drawn up a risk analysis of the risks and threats in 
connection to the operations? 
 
�
�
�
�
�
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���������(�����	����������������������������������
Has the authority included its information assets in this risk analysis, 
or does a separate document exist which deals with the risks in 
connection with IT operations? 
 
������*���������������������������
In cases in which all or parts of information systems, networks or 
computer environments are subcontracted/outsourced, have the 
security requirements been included in these contracts? 

�������������������	�����	�����	����������
�
������+������������������������������������	�
Is there a group at the highest management level that ensures that 
information security has a clear ��������� and which supports security 
initiatives?  
 
��������)��
��������
Does a joint forum exist which co-ordinates the ������	�����
of 
measures for information security within the various units of the 
organisation?   
 
������'���������������������������	�
Has responsibility for the various resources of the organisation and the 
����	���� of specific security procedures been defined clearly? 
 
������'������)��(�����������
Within the organisation, is there a decision-making process for dealing 
with new resources that are to be used for information processing?  
 
������*����������
����
Does the organisation utilise its own experts or external specialists for 
dealing with matters relating to information security?  
 
���� ���)������������!���!����������������
Has the organisation established appropriate contacts with relevant 
authorities, with companies offering different kinds of information 
service, and with telecommunications operators?  
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����"�,�
��
������������
Has the introduction of the policy on information security been 
assessed by an independent third party? 

�����	����������������
�
�
����������
����������������	����������
Does a controlled process exist for developing and maintaining 
continuity within the various operations of the organisation? 
 
������-��(
������
�����.��������	����
Does a strategic plan (breakdown and consequence analysis) exist, 
based on a risk analysis, which deals with the effects of not being able 
to maintain continuity of operations?  
 
�������������������
������
�������������������	�������
Do plans exist for allowing the operations of the organisation to 
continue or be reset within the requisite time after a breakdown or 
error in critical procedures?  
 
������/������(��������������	����������
If the continuity plan consists of various subplans, does a system exist 
for ensuring that these subplans are consistent and compatible? Has an 
order of priority been defined for testing and maintenance? 
 
������0�����1�������������
����������
Are the continuity plans tested regularly, and are they maintained by 
means of regular checks in order to ensure that they are current and 
operational?  

�����	��������	���
�
��������������������������������������������
Is there any risk at all of the organisation’s communications coming 
into conflict with national or international restrictions? If so, has the 
organisation consulted the authorities and organisations responsible in 
order to guarantee the legitimacy of the communication system and 
communications? 
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�
���������
��
����������


���� �������	���	����	������
�
������'���������������������
����������������
Does the information given on roles and responsibilities in job 
descriptions in respect of security tally with the information given in 
the organisation’s policy on information security?  
 
������'�����������������
��������!����������������	����
Does a description exist which deals with the procedures applicable 
when using the electronic 
communication system?  

������������	����	���	���������	��
�
������#���	��������������
Does the organisation have a policy on the use of encryption 
technology for the protection of information? 
 
���������������	������
Is encryption used to safeguard the confidentiality of sensitive or 
critical information? 

����!�����	����	��
�
������2�

���!��������
�0��3�����
�
Are the purchase, use and alteration of software checked and 
controlled in order to protect against any hidden channels or Trojan 
code?� 
 
������4��������������������������
�
Do controls exist which detect attacks from malicious 
programmes/code and protect the organisation’s IT environment from 
the same, and do procedures exist which make users aware of the 
existence of such malicious programmes? 
 
�
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������4���)����������������
Has anti-virus protection been installed on the communications 
equipment, and is this updated continuously? 
 
������'������
�����
����
Do documented procedures exist for how to deal with malicious code? 

����"����	������	��
�
������*�����	�������������������������������
Do procedures exist which ensure that authenticity and integrity are 
not lost when files are compressed? 
 
������5�����������������������!�����	�
Does the organisation use any less reliable compression technology for 
files to be communicated electronically? 
 
������6��)���
�������
Are functions used which aim to make it impossible for users to deny 
that a specific message or file has been received or to reject receipt of 
a specific message or file (prevention of message / file rejection or 
denial of receipt)? 

����"����������	��
�
���������������	������
Does the organisation use encryption technology on files that are to be 
communicated electronically? 
 
������7��
������������	������
Does the organisation have documented guidelines on when 
encryption is to be used, such as in the policy on information security 
or the policy on e-mail? 
 
������6
��������	������
Has the organisation identified the situations in which file encryption 
is required? What situations are involved? 
 
�
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������5�������	�
Has the organisation investigated and identified whether the 
encryption technology used at any time could be considered to be 
illegal? 
 
������,������	�
How does the organisation ensure that the integrity of a message or 
document is not lost on account of file encryption? 
 
���� �'���������!�(	��
How does the organisation deal with encryption and decryption keys? 
 
����"�,������������������������������������
How does the organisation ensure that the recipient of an encrypted 
message or an encrypted document is able to read it? 

��#�$������������
�
�� ���,
������������
How can the recipient of an electronic message or file identify the 
sender? 
 
�� ���'�����������������
Are digital signatures used to ensure the authenticity and accuracy of 
electronic information?  

��%����	�����	��	�����
�����
�
��"���,������	���������������
�
How can the recipient of a message or file verify that the message has 
not been distorted? 

��&�"����	�����'�(��
�
�
��$�����
������	�
How does the organisation ensure that the recipient of the message or 
file is able to read it? 
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��)�$�	��
�*����(�+��
�
�
��&���7��
����������������
Does the organisation have any guidelines on when and how electronic 
messages and documents are to be stored, and how long? 
 
��&���+��
����
What metadata is stored together with the message or document? 

 

 

�
����	��
��������	�
���������


����!�����	����	��
�
������������������
Are the employees within the organisation aware of the risks 
associated with electronic communication as far as destructive code is 
concerned? How have staff been made aware of this? 
 
������4������������������������������
�
Do controls exist which detect attacks from malicious 
programmes/code and protect the organisation’s IT environment from 
the same, and do procedures exist which make users aware of the 
existence of such malicious programmes?�
 
������4���)����������������
Has anti-virus protection been installed on the communications 
equipment, and is this updated continuously? 
 
����������
����
Do documented procedures exist for how to deal with malicious code? 

����"����	������	��
�
������+�������������������	�
Do procedures exist which ensure that authenticity and integrity are 
not lost when files are compressed? 
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������5�����������������������!�����	�
Does the organisation use any less reliable compression technology for 
files to be communicated electronically? 

����,�������	��
�
������'���������!�(	��
Is a key handling system used that is based on specific standards, 
procedures and methods for support for the organisation’s use of 
encryption technology?  
 
����������������������	������
Have control measures been introduced to avoid contravening legal 
requirements in order to control the use of encryption?  
 
���������������	������
Is encryption technology used on files that are to be communicated 
electronically? 
 
������7��
������������	������
Do guidelines exist regarding when messages or files have to be 
encrypted? 
�
������6������
��������
Are functions used which aim to make it impossible for users to deny 
that a specific message or file has been received or to reject receipt of 
a specific message or file (prevention of message / file rejection or 
denial of receipt)? 
 
���� �,������	�
How does the organisation ensure that the integrity of a message or 
document is not lost on account of file encryption? 
 
����"�,������������������������������������
How does the organisation ensure that the recipient of an encrypted 
message or an encrypted file is able to read it? 
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����$������������
�
������'�����������������
Are digital signatures used to ensure the authenticity and correctness 
of electronic information?  
 
������,
������������
How can the recipient of an electronic message or file identify the 
sender? 

����-��������	��	�����
�����
�
������,���������������������	�
How can the recipient of a message or file verify that the message has 
not been distorted? 

��#�.	��������	��	��������
�
�� ���6������
�������
Are functions used which aim to make it impossible for users to deny 
that a specific message or file has been received or to reject receipt of 
a specific message or file (prevention of message / file rejection or 
denial of receipt)?  

��%�"����	�����'�(��
�
�
��"�����
������	�
How does the organisation ensure that the recipient of the message or 
file is able to read it? 

��&�$�	��
�
�
��$���7��
����������������
Does the organisation have firm guidelines on when and how 
electronic messages and documents are to be stored, and how long?�
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�
��$���+��
����
What metadata is stored together with the message or document? 

 

 

�
������	��	��


�����	���������	��������
�
�������!����������������������	����
Does the organisation have more than one communication system, and 
if so, do clear rules exist regarding when each system has to be used? 
 
������+������
Does a manual exist which belongs to the communication system and 
which documents all possible manual actions required to initiate 
communication? 
 
������6����(��������
Does a clear description exist of the security attributes for all network 
services utilised by the organisation? 

����,'�(��
�	�����	�����	��
�
������4�����������!�8�!�������������������
Is the electronic or manual exchange of information with other 
organisations regulated in agreements with these organisations? 

����"��/�����
�
������#8�����������������
Does all TCP / IP communication to and from the organisation take 
place via a firewall, and is the configuration of this firewall 
documented and controlled by a policy? Has the system owner 
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established what is to be logged by the firewall, who is responsible for 
monitoring the logs and how often this is to be done?  
 
������������������
Does an up-to-date list exist of all connections to the organisation? If 
remote diagnostics are used, does this take place in accordance with 
established / agreed procedures?  

������	����	������(�+���	��������	���������	��
�
������*�����	��������
Has the system owner decided whether the services offered by the 
network operator are acceptable from the point of view of security, 
and what measures of its own must the organisation implement?  
 
������������������	�
Has the system owner regulated responsibility for security for the 
transfer of data to and from computer systems and established and 
documented decisions on which internal and external connections may 
be permitted to telecommunications and computer networks (such as 
the Internet)?  

 

 

�
����	�	��
��������	�
���������


����!�����	����	��
�
������+������
Do controls exist which detect attacks from malicious 
programmes/code and protect the organisation’s IT environment from 
the same, and do procedures exist which make users aware of the 
existence of such malicious programmes?  
 
������������������
Are the employees within the organisation aware of the risks 
associated with electronic communication as far as destructive code is 
concerned? How have staff been made aware of this? 
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������4���)����������������
Has anti-virus protection been installed on the communications 
equipment, and is this updated continuously? 
 
����������
����
Do documented procedures exist for how to deal with malicious code? 

����"����	������	��
�
������+�������������������	�
Do procedures exist which ensure that authenticity and integrity are 
not lost when files are compressed and unpacked? 
 
������5�����������������������!�����	�
Does the organisation use any less reliable compression technology for 
files to be communicated electronically? 

���� ������	��
�
������'���������!�(	��
Is a key handling system used that is based on specific standards, 
procedures and methods for support of the organisation’s use of 
encryption technology?  
 
������������������	������
Have control measures been introduced to avoid contravening legal 
requirements in order to control the use of encryption?  
 
���������������	������
Is encryption technology used on files that are to be communicated 
electronically? 
 
������7��
������������	������
Do guidelines exist regarding when messages or files have to be 
encrypted? 
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������6������
�������
Are functions used which aim to make it impossible for users to deny 
that a specific message or file has been received or to reject receipt of 
a specific message or file (prevention of message / file rejection or 
denial of receipt)? 
 
���� �,������	�
How does the organisation ensure that the integrity of a message or 
document is not lost on account of file encryption? 
 
����"�,��������������������������������������
Does the recipient receive information from the sender that specifies 
that an encrypted message or an encrypted file can be read? 

����$������������
�
������'�����������������
Are digital signatures used to ensure the authenticity and correctness 
of electronic information?  
 
������,
������������
How can the recipient of an electronic message or file identify the 
sender? 

����-��������	��	�����
�����
�
������9���������������������
Does validation of the content of the applications (electronic transfers) 
take place where protection of the accuracy of such is a security 
requirement?  
 
������6��)
������
��������
How can the recipient of a message or file verify that the message has 
not been distorted? 
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��#�.	��������	��	��������
�
�� ���6������
�������
Are functions used which aim to make it impossible for users to deny 
that a specific message or file has been received or to reject receipt of 
a specific message or file (prevention of message / file rejection or 
denial of receipt)?  

��%�"����	�����'�(��
�
�
��"�����
������	�
What information on file format does the recipient receive from the 
sender so that the message or file can be read? 

��&�$�	��
�
�
��$���7��
����������������
Does the organisation have firm guidelines on when and how 
electronic messages and documents are to be stored, and how long? 

 

 

�
������
�	�������


#���!���������
�
 ������������������	��������������
Is the communication system covered by professional system 
maintenance? 
 
 �����5������(�
Does a log book exist for system maintenance? What is documented in 
it? 
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 �����������������������
Does a detailed description of procedures exist for all preventive 
system maintenance? 

#���$������	��������	��
�
 �����'������������
Does complete documentation exist which includes system, operating 
and user documentation, and in which the operating documentation 
specifies – among other things – which security measures the 
administrator is able to influence and which permit him only to obtain 
information? Does this documentation contain instructions on how the 
system or product is to be installed and configured? 
 
 �����*�����	������	����
������������
Is the system documentation within the organisation protected against 
unauthorised access? 

#���0	

��
�
�
 �����%������������
Is all work carried out by the operators in the IT environment logged? 
 
 �����#����������
How are errors reported from the error log? Do procedures exist for 
undertaking action on account of these reports? 







 
�����	��
��
�������	��


%���1������
��+��	������
�
"��������������������������
Does the communication system operate under conditions stipulated 
by the organisation?  
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"�����*�����	��!�(��
Does the system contain security checks adapted to suit the 
environment in which the system is run, and does the physical and 
operating environment for the communication system comply with the 
recommendations of the supplier? 
 
"���������
����
Are security checks and procedures that have been implemented 
documented in a procedure description? 

%����	���	����
���/	����
�
"�����������������������������(��
Do control measures exist which make it possible to achieve and 
uphold security in networks and associated infrastructures? 

%���������������
����
�
"��������������
Are security incidents reported immediately once they have been 
discovered, and are they reported via appropriate reporting routes?  
 
"���������
�������!���������������
���
Have responsibilities and procedures been established regarding how 
to deal with incidents? 
 
"�����+�����������������������
Do procedures exist for reporting software problems? 

%���0	

��
�
�
"�����%������������
Is all the work carried out by the operators in the IT environment 
logged? 
 
"�����#����������
Are errors reported from the error log, and is action undertaken? 
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"�����5����������������	�����
����
Do logs exist which record non-conformances and other incidents 
relevant to security? Are these logs saved for a specific period of 
time? 

%���,2�����
� �
"�����*�����	������������������
Does a policy exist within the organisation regarding the use of 
electronic mail, and do control measures exist in order to reduce the 
risks regarding the use of electronic mail? 

 

 

!
��������


&����	��������3�/���	���������	����������
�
$�����4������
Is communication between the organisation and a third party a 
consequence of an agreement, and does this contract then contain 
clauses of relevance to the electronic exchange of documents? 

 

 

"
#$	��
���	��


)���,�
�
��
��(�����������
�
&�����7��
�����
Does the organisation engage third parties for servicing, maintenance 
or operation for the entire system or parts of it, and if so, is this work 
carried out on the basis of established agreements and guidelines? 
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�%
������	���
���������


�4�����3������������
�
�:�����/������
Does the organisation use standardised templates as a framework for 
official documents, is it permitted to amend these, and if so, are 
integrity, confidentiality and accessibility taken into account? 

 

 

��
&���	��
��������


�����-���	������
�����������
�
��������!����� �
Are all hardware, software and all procedure descriptions used during 
electronic communication included in a version management system, 
and does this system have appropriate logging in order to trace 
changes and configurations? 

 

 

��
#��$������


�����.�/	���������(��������
�
�������/��������
What kind of firewall does the organisation use, and why? 
 
�������%���������	����
What operating system is installed on the server on which the Internet 
connection is stored? 
 
�
�
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�������������������������������(��
Do control measures exist which make it possible to achieve and 
uphold security in networks and associated infrastructures? 
 
�������6�
����!����������
Are all connections to external computer systems authenticated? 
 
��������������������8������
����������������
Is access to the diagnostics ports checked and controlled? 
 
����� �'����������������(��
Have security measures been introduced into the network so as to be 
able to differentiate between groups of information services, users and 
information systems? 
 
�����"������������������(��
Are users’ connection options in shared networks restricted in 
accordance with the organisation’s access control policy? 
 
�����$�*�����	���������(��������
Does a clear description exist of the security attributes for all network 
services utilised by the organisation? 
 
�����&�4������������������
������������
Is automatic terminal identification used for the authentication of 
connections to specific locations and to portable equipment? 
 
������:�*�����	��������������
���
Is a secure login procedure used for access to information services? 
 
�
��������,
��������������
����!������������������
Have all users been assigned unique identities so that activities can be 
traced to individuals responsible? 

�����$�������������	��
�
���������������������	����
������������
Is the system documentation within the organisation protected against 
unauthorised access? 
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�������*�����	��.���������������������	�����
Are requirements in respect of control measures and security measures 
defined in the requirement specifications of new systems or when 
existing systems are altered?  
 
����������������������

�
Does a list exist in the system description of the hardware and 
software elements included in the communication system? 
 
�������+�������
Does a manual exist which describes the various communication 
systems that exist and how these are to be used? 
 
�������*�������������
If a service partner is used, does the manual deal with information 
essential to this service partner? 
 
����� �2����������
����
Is it possible from the system description to read details which are or 
were of significance to the communication of various types of file, 
including from a historical perspective? 
 
�����"�'���������
Does the system description discuss whether or not the 
communication system is reliable from the point of view of data loss? 
 
�����$�4��!���������������
Is it clear from the system description that authorisation levels exist in 
the communication system? 
 
�����&�,
�����������������
�����
����������
Is it clear from the system documentation that processes ensure that 
the senders and recipients of documents can be identified? 
 
������:�/��������������(��������������
Is the network information obtained by the communication system 
kept on file? 
 
��������,
���������������
��������
Is it clear from the system description how it is possible to identify 
individual documents among other documents communicated? 
 
�
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��������5�������
Does the system description discuss the logging process used to 
document communication sessions? 
 
��������,������	����
��������
Does the system description discuss the processes used to safeguard 
the integrity of documents that are to be sent? 
 
��������4��!���������������
�����
����������
Does the system description describe which technology is used for the 
authentication of senders and recipients? 
 
��������6���������������������
Is it clear from the system description what the process is for 
notification of receipt? 
 
������ �*���������
��������
Does the system description contain a process description relating to 
how files and associated information (notification of receipt, 
acknowledgement, etc.) communicated are stored? Are any automated 
indexing processes also described? 
 
������"�0���������
Does the system description discuss processes for logging the date and 
time, filing checks for this information, and use of trusted time 
stamps? 
 
������$�#�����!��
�����
Does the system description discuss the error handling process? 
 
�
������&�4�
�����������
Does the system description describe the process for creating an audit 
trace? 

�������������
(���
�
�������,
��������������������
Have all users been assigned unique identities so that activities can be 
traced to the individuals responsible? 
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������������������������������������������
Is access to information and application systems restricted in 
accordance with the organisation’s policy on access rights?  

����������������	��	�������*����������
�
�������4��!������������������
Are all external users authenticated before they are permitted to 
connect? 
 
�������4����������
������������������������
Is automatic terminal identification used for the authentication of 
connections to specific locations and to portable equipment?  
 
�
�������,
�����������������������������
Is it possible to identify the organisation from which a message has 
been received? 

����������������	��	���	�������
�
�������,
������������
Is it possible to identify a specific document communicated? How is 
this done? 

���#���������	��	���	���������	��
�
��� ���5�������
What information on communication sessions is logged? 
 
��� ����������������
Does the organisation ever find itself in situations in which the actual 
time of communication may be considered to be critical, and if so, 
how is the information on the time guaranteed? 
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���%�$����*������������
������(����
�
���"����!�(��
What checks are carried out by the sender of the document or message 
in order to ensure its integrity? 
 
���"���5�������������������������	�����
Does the organisation use a less reliable communication system, and if 
so, what integrity checks are carried out? 

���&����(�������	��	��������*����������
�
���$���4��!������������!�����	�
What technology is used to authenticate senders and recipients, and 
what does this involve? 

���)�.	��������	��	����������������	/��
����
�
���&�������������
Does the notification of receipt make clear the organisational level at 
which the message or file has been received? 
 
���&���'���������
�����������
What information can be found in the notification of receipt? 
 
���&��������������!���(����
�����
What information can be found in the acknowledgement, and how is 
this information dealt with? 

����4�$�	��
�	���	�������
�
����:���������������������
Are documents stored in such a manner as to guarantee confidentiality, 
integrity and accessibility? 
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������5���������
�
��������5�������
What information regarding the time aspect for communication is 
stored, and how is this information dealt with? 

������,��	��(������
�
�
��������,��������������������!��
�����
How has the error handling process been implemented, and how are 
errors dealt with?�







��
'��	�


�����������������
�
�������%������������
Is all work carried out by the operators in the IT environment logged? 
 
�������#����������
Are errors reported from the error log, and is action undertaken? 
 
�������+����������������������
Do logs exist which record non-conformances and other incidents 
relevant to security? Are these logs saved for a specific period of 
time?  
 
�������+��������������	���������
Do procedures exist for the monitoring of the use of resources for 
information processing, and are the results audited regularly?  
 
�������*�����	�����
Does a security log exist which contains information on user 
identities, approved logins, logouts and the date and time? Has the 
system owner specified which events in addition to these are to be 
recorded in the computer system’s security log? 
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����� �5��������������
Is it clear from the security instruction who is responsible for auditing 
security logs, the times at which security logs are to be analysed, how 
long security logs are to be retained and how these logs are to be 
stored? 

�����������
��������������
�
�����������(��	��!�����������
Are the computer clocks synchronised regularly? 
 
��������������������
����������
How are audit trails created? 
 
�������/��������
Do procedures and a procedure description exist for handling full logs 
so that information logged previously is not overwritten or event 
logging comes to a halt when the log is full? 

����� �����������
�
�������5�������
Do all logs in the system have date and time stamps for all system 
events? 
 
�������0��)�����������������������
Does the organisation have any communication which may be time-
critical? 

�����$�	��
�
�
�������*��������������
What checks are carried out on the organisation’s logs, and what 
decisions are made regarding how long a log should be retained? 
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�������������
(����	��	
��
 
�����������
���������������������
Does a procedure description exist regarding who is to be given access 
to logs, and when? 

���#�$�������������	����	��
 
��� ���/�������������������!�����	�
How is the processing history kept on file? 

���%� ����	������������	���������
�
���"�����������������
����
Is system-oriented auditing planned and agreed on in order to reduce 
the risk of downtime in the business processes?  
 
���"������������������
���������
Is access to audit tools restricted to the relevant staff? 

 

 

��
�������	��
$	�����


�����$������	
�
�
�������,���������������!��	��������
What information does the system log contain? 

 
�����������������
Does the information in the communication system need to be 
converted from one format to another? 
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����� ������	������
�
�������0���
What information is stored in the processing history regarding the time 
of communication? 

������	���������	�����(��
�
�������,�������������������������������!��
What information does the processing history contain on 
communication paths? 

�����$�	��
�
�
�������,���������������������
What information does the processing history contain on storage? 

 

 

��
()�	�


������	�����	��2�����
�
�������*�����	�����)�����
Does a policy exist within the organisation regarding the use of 
electronic mail, and do control measures exist in order to reduce the 
risks involved with the use of electronic mail?  

�����������
�2���������
��
�
�������,������������
What instructions does the policy on e-mail contain regarding the 
creation of e-mail messages? 
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�����$���6��������
�����+������
�
�������*����
Are matters concerning spam and viruses dealt with in the policy on e-
mail? 
 
�������/��������
Does the organisation use filtering technology to prevent the receipt of 
unwanted e-mail? 

������	����
(������	/���(���
�
�������'��������
Has the organisation made decisions on copyright issues in its policy 
on e-mail / information security? 

�������	�������*����
�����
�
�������'��������
Has the organisation taken into account the integrity aspect in terms of 
personal and organisational identity in respect of communication? 

���#����+������
�
��� ������
���������������������
Has the organisation made decisions on whether e-mail may be used 
privately and notified its staff of any conditions connected with private 
use? 

���%�!	���	���
�
�
���"���+�����������������������
Has the organisation made an active decision on policy for the 
monitoring of e-mail? 
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���&�!�����
�
���$���+����1�����
�����
���������
Is it clear from the organisation’s policy on e-mail / information 
security what responsibilities individuals have in respect of misuse 
and non-authorised use? 

���)�7	����������
�*������
�
 
���&�������
�������3�������(�����
Do clear guidelines exist regarding when an e-mail message is to be 
entered in a journal? 

����4� �������	��
�
����:���'��������
Has the organisation issued guidelines to staff on what should be 
borne in mind as regards the possible filing or destruction of e-mail 
messages? 

����������	/��
����
�
���������������!���(����
��������������
Does the organisation’s policy on e-mail deal with the use of 
acknowledgements, and if so, what aspects of acknowledgement does 
it discuss? 


